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PHOTOGRAPHIC WAY OF LAYING OUT ELLIPTIC CUPOLAS

SUMMARY
Specialists in monument preservation, picture restorers , and architects
often need photographic layouts of cupolas . This task can be solved
by applying digitally controlled orthophoto devices (such as the
Avioplan OR 1), and the corresponding computer programs .
First, the cupola should be approximated by some mathematically defined
surface . As such, a general ellipsoid is appropriate . Rotational
ellipsoid and sphere are treated as special of this general solution .
The parameters of the ellipsoid are determined via adjustment computations,
applying some control points given in the three dimension space .
As the surface of an ellipsoid cannot be flattenned, laying it out in
a plane cannot be performed without distortions . There occur very small
distortions when projecting the ellipsoid onto a polyhedron . In this,
the projecting rays are kept perpendicular to the surface of the ellipsoid .
As a result, the following major tasks should be performed by the
computer programs preparing control data for the Avioplan OR 1 :
to define a quadratic screen on the sides of the
polyhedron,
to orthogonally project the points of the polyhedron onto
the ellipsoid,
to centrally project the points of the ellipsoid onto
the photo plane .
The theory and the extensive computer programs have been tried on
black-and-white and color photographs taken in the church Karlskirche
in Vienna . The geometrical precision and image quality of the resulting
photographic layouts are quite satisfactory .
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PRELIMINARY REMARKS
The Wild Company presented a new instrument for differential rectification
of photographs to the XIII-th congress of I . S . P . in Helsinki, the Avioplan
OR 1 /6/ . The software to it, SORA-OPS , developed by the Institute of
Photograrnrnetry of the Technical University of Vienna, has been presented
to the same Congress /5/, and it has been reported on some potential
applications, as well /2/. The realization of some of these possible
applications has been described in the special literature /3/, /4/, /7/,
/8/ .
The technology of layjng out frescos painted on spherical cupolas with
possible small distortions has been reported to the V-th International
Congress of CIPA in Sibenik /7/ . This technology is very useful in
restoring frescos, and in their documentation (see the closing words of
Dr . H. Foramitti /7/) .
However, a large number of cupolas deviate from spheres, and therefore
it seems to be necessary to extend the method mentioned to some surface
capable of approximating most of them . As such, a general ellipsoid (with
three different axis) is appropriate. But there being no way of exactly
laying out the surface of an ellipsoid on a plane , some mediating surface
has to be applied capable of a precise lay-out . In this case, a polyhedron
suites these purposes .
Laying out the ellipsoid on a plane is performed in two major steps :
first, the ellipsoid is projected on to the surface of
the polyhedron, and
second, the polyhedron is layed out on a plane.
For the aim of projecting the ellipsoid onto the polyhedron, an orthogonal
to the surface of the ellipsoid projection is especially suitable . x)
DEFINITION OF THE POLYHEDRON
As already mentioned, a polyhedron suites especially well our purposes .
Its orientation relative to the ellipsoid can be made clear by
intersecting the ellipsoid by two groups of planes (Hi) and (Zj) (fig . 1) .
The planes (Hi) are so arranged to cut off arc sections of equal length s 2
on the major meridian (fig . 2). The angle dAj between two neighbouring
planes (Zj) , (Zj+1) corresponds to a constant arc length of S1 on the
equatorial ellipse (fig . 2) .
Points 1,2,3 and 4 are corner points of a plane of the polyhedron .
One such plane is referred to as templet . Each templet is provided with
its own coordinate system xt,yt,zt (fig . 3) ~ Side 1- 3 defines the Yt - axis;
the axis xt is perpendicular to Yt, and lies within the plane 1-2- 3- 4 ;
finally the zt-axis is perpendicular to this plane .

x)

A projection orthogonal to the planes of the polyhedron, or a
central projection from the middle point of the ellipsoid both
result in gaps at the edges of the polyhedron.
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Fig. 1: Definition of the polyhedron
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Fig. 3: Differential projection of the ellipsoid onto
a plane of the polyhedron
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The local systems xt , Yt , Zt are connected with the central coordinate system
of the elli psoid X,Y, Z by a spatial transformation :

(1)

where X, Y, Z are the coordinates of some point P of the templet in the
coordinate system of the ellipsoid , X1 , Y1 ,z1 - coordinates of corner 1
in the same system , R - the rotati onal matrix with elements
rij (i=1 , 3 ; j=1,3) dependent upon the spatial orientation of the
templet ,
Xt , Yt , zt=O - coordinates of point P in the templet system .
PROJECTING THE ELLIPSOID ONTO THE POLYHEDRON
VIA DIFFERENTIAL RECTIFICATION
Photographic transformations of very di fferent nature became possible by
applying digitally controlled orthophoto projectors . In our case, the
differential rectifier Avioplan OR 1 was available . The idea of applying
this instrument is the following (fig . 3) :
a quadratic grid is defined in the plane of the resulting
image (plane xt , Yt of the templets) ,
this grid is orthogonally projected onto the object surface
(the surface of the ellipsoid) , and finally,
projecting this object surface image of the grid centrally
onto the plane of the photograph (exposition center A applied
as projection center) .
The result of these steps is shown in fig . 4 .
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Fi g . 4 : Transforming the distored grid (in the photograph)
into the quadratic grid in the resulting lay- out
(temple t) .
The quadratic grid def i ned in the plane of the templet corresponds to a
distorted grid in the plane of the photograph . Transforming the individual
quadrants of the distorted grid so to correspond to the quadratic grid
defined in the templets, is equivalent to projecting the ellipsoid onto
the surface of the polyhedron .
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To perform this transformation the Avioplan OR 1 needs the image coordinates
t; and n of the deformed grid written on a magnetic tape . The processor of
the Avioplan OR 1 uses these coordinates for controlling the optics of the
orthophoto project or in the process of the automatic differential recti fication . For this purpose , the processor applies a bilinear transformation
(fig . 4) :
x = e1 + e2 t; + e 3 n + e 4 t; n
y = f1 + f 2 t; + f 3 n + f 4 t; n

(2)

To enable the described photographic way of laying out elliptical cupolas,
the mathematical algorithms and the corresponding computer program in
FORTRAN had to be developed .
The program :
defines the polyhedron (the templets) within the
coordinate system X,Y,Z,
defines the quadratic grid in the xt,Yt plane of the templets ,
transforms the grid into the X,Y,Z system
projects orthogonally the grid onto the surface of the ellipsoid,
transforms the available control points and the projected
image of the grid from the coordinate system of the
ellipsoid X,Y , Z in the templet system Xt,Yt,Zt ·
Having performed these steps, the conditions are fulfilled necessary
for running the second part of the program package SORA-OPS (Software for
Qff- line ~ectification by the ~vioplan to gain Qrtho£hotos and of
Stereo-orthophotos), /5/ . This part of the package defines the exterior
orientation , and , for amateur cameras, the interior orientation of
photographs, applying control point information. Consequently, the object
points are transformed into the photograph, and the image coordinates t;
and n are written to the magnetic tape serving for the control of the
Avioplan OR 1 .
To project the object point P onto the surface of the ellipsoid, the
following iterative procedure has been developed (fig . 5):
-+

the direction d should be determined by projecting the point P of the
templet orthogonally onto the surface of the ellip~oid . This unknown
direction is first approximated by the direction d0 perpendicular
to the surface of the corresponding templet, or, in other words,
parallel to the normal vector R of the templet plane (the templet plane:
r·e+D=O ; e = unit vector , r = a vector pointing from the origin of the
coordinate system to some point of the plane, D = distance between the
origin of the coordinate system and the templet plane) . The straight
line g0 : (r-rp)xR=O, drawn parallel to this direction through the
point P intersects with the surface of the ellipsoid in point P0 •
The normal vector of the tangenti~l plane in point P0 : r ·eT+DT=O,
serves as the next approximation d1 of the direction sought . The
intersection P1 of a straight line drawn through the point P and
parallel to d1 : (r-rp)xRT=O with th~ ellipsoid defines a new tangential
plane, and the next approximation d2 can be defined . The iteration
is finished when the distance P1P2 becomes smaller than an a priori
tolerance . The practice of applying this iterative process indicates
a very good convergence .
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Fig . 5: The iterative orthogonal projection of some
grid point of the tempZet onto the eZZipsoid
LAYING OUT THE AREA AT THE APEX OF THE CUPOLA
Although the described process could be applied for the entire surface of
the ellipsoid, stopping the process at a certain level (Hi) suites better
the practical purposes (fig . 6) . The area above this level - the apex of
the cupola - is handled then as one single templet . This templet is
bordered by a polygon. The sides of this polygon correspond to the higher
edges of the polyhedron . In theoretical aspects, there is no difference
between processing the planes of the polyhedron and that of the apex area .
TEST EXAMPLE
To test the procedure , the cupola of the church Karlskirche in Vienna
has been processed . The photographs have been taken with a Wild P 31
camera at day- light . From each camera position, directions and distances
to other camera positions have been measured in two sets with a theodolit
and an electronic infrared distancer . The spatial coordinates of the
camera positions have then been determined by a simultaneous three
dimensional adjustment in a local coordinate system X' ,Y',Z ' (fig . 7) .
As contl~ol points, well identifiable points of the painted figures of
the cupola have been used . These points have been determined by geodetic
intersection in the coordinate system X' ,Y' ,Z '.

Fig. 6.: Differential transformation of::- the apex area
A FORTRAN program has been developed to determine the spatial orientation
and the parameters of the ellipsoid fitting optimally the cupola . The
process is based upon least squares techniques, and performs the
following major steps:
adjustment to define a second grade surface approximating
optimally the surface determined by the control points:
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Having these values, the necessity of applying a general
ellipsoid with three different axis can be determined /1/ ,
transformation parameters are counted, allowing to go over
from (3) to the following form:
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with a,b,c being the half axis of the ellipsoid ,
transformation of the control points from the X' ,Y' ,Z' system
into the X,Y , Z system:

X
where
R1

X'
0
X'

= X'0

+ R · X'
1

(6)

= [x y z JT
= rotational matrix
T
= [x 0' Y'0 Z']
0
= [X ' Y' Z'J T

In the case of the church Karlskirche in Vienna, the program yielded
the following results :
a

= 14 , 08

m,

b

= 9,45

m,

c

= 16,12

m.

Fig . 8 shows one of the photographs, and fig . 9 the templets layed out
from the ~quator to ~ = 77~21 and from the major meridian to A = 34~33.
The coordinates of the templet corners 1,2 , 3,4 had been counted, and
with them, the templets were scribed in the film with a CORAGRKPH DC 2.
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Fig . ?: Scheme of camera stati ons
To gain an impression about the entire cupola after having layed it out on
a plane, all templets have been transferred into a reference coordinate
syst~m , and shown in fig . 10 as drawn by a CORAGRAPH DC 2 .
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CLOSING REMARKS
In this paper a photographic way of laying out elliptical cupolas is
presented . The task is solved by applying digitally controlled differential
image transformation . The process is illustrated by applying it to a test
example . The essential characteristics of this method are :
it yields photographic lay-outs of a very good image quality,
it handles both black-and- white and color photography,
its precision can be refined and adjusted to any practical
purpose by lowering the size of the templets and of the grid
step in the computational stages, and by lowering the length
of the slit of the orthophoto projector,
both precision and amateur cameras can be applied,
as compared with methods of digital image processing
it is much more economical, and
the method is independent of the coordinate system of the
control points, as the spatial position and parameters of the
ellipsoid are determined by the program itself .
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Fig. 8: Karlskirche, Vienna; Photograph taken with a Wild P 31 camera
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Fig. 9: Templets mounted from cp=Og to cp=77~21 and from A=Og to A=34~33; original
scale 1:50
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